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President’s Message 

 Dear Members and Friends of SASS, 

Welcome to SASS’ inaugural copy of the SASS Newsletter! 

The SASS Newsletter aims to provide information on the activities and 
initiatives of the association, and also the developments within the marine 
industry. The newsletter will be published on a quarterly basis and we will 
incorporate other useful business tips and articles as we progress on. 

Please do provide us with your comments/feedback on how this newsletter 
can be improved to serve you better. If you have any interesting articles or 
information to share, please feel free to send it to the SASS Secretariat and the 
Editorial team will certainly be happy to review.  

SASS would like to express its appreciation to all its members who continue to 
support SASS during these unprecedented times. SASS is committed to 
continue working and engaging with the relevant government agencies to 
ensure our industry remains relevant and sustainable. On this note, we 
welcome members to contact the SASS Secretariat for any assistance they 
require. 

Last but not least, a word of thanks to the SASS Editorial Team for putting this 
first newsletter together.  

Happy reading! 

Sincerely, 

Danny Lien 

President 
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Welcomed by a heartfelt video message from the IMO Secretary General, Mr Kitack Lim, ship suppliers from all over 
the world converged in the beautiful port city of Busan from 8-9 November 2019 for the first ISSA Convention to be 
held in the Korean Peninsula. Jointly organized by SASS and KSSA with extensive support from ISSA, the organizing 
committee had been preparing for the event for over 18 months and was committed to presenting a new and 
refreshing experience for all participants.  

 

Bringing together some of the top minds in the industry to discuss diverse issues of great relevance to industry players 
today, the plenary programme was a major draw for delegates. Likewise, for those seeking potential new business 
opportunities, the B2B meeting slots, where suppliers could interact privately with shipowners, proved to be very 
popular with participants and were snapped up in minutes. The exhibition was also one of the largest in recent years 
with a good mix of local and international companies. The Singapore Pavilion, supported and partially funded by grants 
from Enterprise Singapore, was one of the main attractions at the heart of the exhibition.  

 
The event closed with a light-hearted and fun-filled Gala Dinner, doused with elements of Korean culture, including K-
pop dance and music. By the end of the evening, most participants were on their feet moving to the tunes and several 
mini dance groups comprising delegates and their families, together with friends, old and new, were scattered across 
the ballroom. The memories of Busan will no doubt linger  
on for a long time and for those of us who were involved  
in its making, it is a proud moment that showcases once  
again why SASS is so highly regarded within ISSA. 

 
The grand success of this event would not have been  
possible without the backing of SASS members and  
friends in the industry. We are encouraged and  
motivated to continue seeking out opportunities  
that will benefit our members, both locally and overseas.  
We are raring to go and look forward to your support at  
our 40th Anniversary event in 2022! 
 

ISSA Busan 2019 
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Congestion Issues in 

Jurong Port 

Over the past couple of months, we have received feedback from a 
number of our members regarding delays experienced at Marina South 
Wharfs (MSW), especially during wet weather conditions.  

 

The SASS council has taken the initiative to engage Jurong Port in a 
dialogue session, held at their premises and led by JP COO Mr Samuel 
Siew, to resolve some of these issues. We have agreed on the following:  
- Preventive maintenance of cranes at MSW would no longer take place 

during peak hours and will instead be conducted on Sunday late 
mornings/early afternoons  

- JP would consider introducing a standby crew to minimize disruptions 
during meal breaks, especially if the terminal is already experiencing 
congestion   

- JP would be reinstating the Covid19 rebates rolled out in May – June 
from Oct to Dec 

- JP would consider incentivizing terminal users to shift loadings to 
Penjuru by means of monetary offsets  

- LT Connect will be rolled out in phases to optimize the loading timings 
and capacity of the terminal  

 

We will continue the dialogue with Jurong port with the aim of eliminating 
preventable congestion at MSW.  

 

What is LT Connect (LTC) ?   

LTC is Jurong Port’s up and coming system for Lighter Terminal operations. When fully launched, LTC will allow 
for pre-planning by providing visibility over berth bookings and real-time update of LT activities. LTC is currently 
live and running alongside the existing system. Full launch is slated for Jan 2021. 

 

More information on LTC can be found via this link - https://www.jurongportonline.com/  

 

https://www.jurongportonline.com/JRPA/DisplayAnnouncement?AnnounceId=20191108144427780873
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Collaboration with Maritime 

and Port Authority and Ernst 

& Young 

 

In 1st quarter 2020, SASS partnered with MPA and Ernst & Young to 
conduct a research study on the Ship Supplies Industry to aid the 
development and implementation of the Singapore Government’s Sea 
Transport Industry Transformation Map. This is to support MPA’s need 
to better understand the current state of the ship supplies sector given 
the impact of various trends and the rapid pace of change across the 
maritime industry. 

 

The study was done to develop a baseline understanding of the 
industry given how rapidly the industry has changed and to explore 
efficient and productivity enhancements with a focus on the ship 
chandling sector.  

 

SASS facilitated the engagement including interviews and workshops 
with ship owners, ship managers, ship suppliers and other supply chain 
players within the industry. Once the key recommendations are 
formalized and released, SASS aims to prepare and support our 
members though the changes that will be implemented within the 
industry, particularly when changes are coming hard and fast. This 
could be through further collaborations and initiatives with government 
agencies such as Enterprise Singapore or IMDA.  

 

In the meantime, SASS continues to look forward to more of such 
collaboration with various government agencies to create value and 
support the sector.  

 

 

The key aspects of the industry 
study were to: 

 

1. Map out the supply chains of 
the local ship supplies industry 
and the ship chandling sector 
 

2. Identify and analyze key issues 
related to ship chandlers 

 
3. Develop recommendations to 

drive efficiency and 
productivity gains in the ship 
chandling sector – to be in line 
with the Sea Transport 
Industry Transformation Map 
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Dialogue between SASS 

and PSA Singapore 

 

PSA and SASS have had extensive dialogue this year with the view to 
brainstorm together for effective solutions to problems faced by 
members at the PSA Terminals. They have recognized that SASS is an 
important voice representing the ship supply and services industry and as 
such, they have been actively seeking our assistance to provide them with 
feedback on the user experience at PSA Terminals as well as on their 
proposed solutions. With the responses gathered from members, they 
have underlined their commitment to making improvements that will 
ensure greater efficiency at the ports, with a focus on digitalization.  

 

One of the issues that was brought up by members is related to 
congestion at the terminals mainly due to crane blockages. They have 
accepted our request that as a start, information on cargo operations 
could possibly be made available prior to vessel arrival so that the 
respective suppliers can plan their logistics accordingly to avoid 
unnecessary waiting during those times where the crane is not likely to be 
functional. Some of our members will be participating in a trial designed 
by PSA to test the effect of providing such information on congestion 
levels at the port. A working group consisting of representatives from 
both SASS and PSA will also be formalized in order to discuss the 
feasibility and potential implementation of a timeslot booking system for 
access to PSA ports in the future. 

 

We are encouraged by PSA’s willingness to engage in dialogue and will 
continue to pursue solutions to issues faced by our members in order to 
improve their experience at the port. Maintaining good relationships with 
industry partners and stakeholders such as PSA have always been at the 
forefront of our activities and so the developments of 2020 are a positive 
step forward for us an association. We are confident that we will be able 
to have a say in the development of future policies formulated by PSA, for 
the benefit of our members and port users in general. 
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We have moved! 


